Methodologically connecting at its core the experience-based and interpretationbased aesthetic approach to popular culture/popular art(s) on one hand and the basis-building views of what is called arch-textual thematology on the other, the paper seeks to examine, following its particular embodiment, one of the most stable, recurring and probably therefore one of the most iconic stock characters -the "tortured artist" stock character. This example of a "stereotyped character easily recognized by readers or audiences from recurrent appearances in literary or folk tradition" (Baldick, 2008, p. 317) can be -besides other principal and distinctive examples such as the "mad scientist", the "lady/damsel in distress" or, let's say, the "everyman" -witnessed all across culture, including the sub-sphere of popular culture, and the arts. The implied cultural significance and "omnipresence" of the "tortured artist" stock character can be aptly illustrated by Vincent Van Gogh and not only as a real-life tortured artist prototype or even archetype but also as a popular model for numerous and various cultural depictions -from poems by Charles Bukowski through the "moving pictures" of Loving Vincent to an episode of the well-recognized British TV show Doctor Who.

